
2018 MCLAREN 720S CoupÃ©2018 MCLAREN 720S CoupÃ©
Amethyst Black with Scoria Grey / McLaren Orange

£SALE AGREED£SALE AGREED

Mileage 600 miles  Engine Capacity 3994cc

Body Style Coupe  Fuel Petrol

Transmission Semi-automatic  Chassis No. 002909

A UK supplied, huge spec example that’s only covered 600 miles from new.

Finished in a stunning colour combination and ordered new with factory options that include; non-standard paint finish,

Performance package that includes upgrades to the exterior such as carbon fibre hood air intakes, door mirror casings and

rear fender air intakes; additional dark Palladium exterior trim to the lower side air intakes plus the engine bay ambient

lighting along with interior upgrades that include; Zircon silver and brushed Iridium brightwork as opposed to the standard

Satin Graphite and Zircon silver brightwork along with carbon fibre primary interior components plus interior ambient lighting.

Â Also fitted with electric and heated memory seats, carbon black Alcantara steering wheel, MSO defined steering wheel

paddles, 12 speaker audio system, parking sensors and rear parking camera, vehicle lifting system,Â Stealth package that

includes darker discreet finishes to the exhaust finishers, airbrake mechanism, exterior window surrounds and oil cap cover

panel. Carbon fibre front air intake, McLaren super lightweight 10-spoke alloy wheels with satin Diamond finish, McLaren
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Orange brake callipers, Gorilla glass to upper door glass, sports exhaust system, branded floor mats and vehicle tracking

system. In total, the cost new price was in excess of Â£267,000!

Presented in totally ‘as new’ condition throughout and complete with its original books including the service/warranty

supplement, spare key, history file and car cover.

Incredible value for money!
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